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This note is a generalization of our thesis, Brandeis University 1984, 
whose material can be found in [2]. Our aim is to show that by the 
methods presented there, one can produce a characteristic-free filtration of 
the skew Schur functor L,, F, whose associated graded module is the direct 
sum of Schur modules L,F one would expect from the characteristic zero 
theory. As in [2], notations and facts are freely borrowed from [l]. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Assume for the moment that F is a C-vector space. It is then classically 
known that L,,F is isomorphic, as a GL(F)-module, to @ y(1,‘~; 11) L,F, 
where the coefficient 7(/z/p; v) is combinatorially described below. The 
character of LAi,,F, s~,~, is equal to x ~(21~; v) sJ, where so denotes the 
character of L,F. Both sxlp and s,- are symmetric functions in xi, . . . . x, 
(n = dim,F); more precisely, if h, is the rth complete symmetric function in 
Xl, -.., x,, it turns out that 
s,=det(h,,-i+j)l~j,i~n and ~~jci=det(hx,-p,-~+j)l~i,j~~ 
(s, is called the Schur function of shape 3, s;rlP the Schur function of shape 
Vi9 
Manipulation of symmetric functions then shows that 
y(J/fi; v)=c(v, p; 21, 
where c(v, P; A) is the coefficient occurring in the decomposition 
(1) 
(a proof of (1) is in [3], Section 1.5). 
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As we already know c(v, ~1; 1) from [ 1, Theorem EV.2.13 (in [ 1 II the 
notation (v, ~CI; 1) and the expression word of Yumanouchi are used instead 
of c(v, p : 1) and lattice permutation, resp.), ( 1) gives 
7(1/p; v) is the number of standard tableaux of shape n/v, filled 
with ,Ei copies of 1, ii2 copies of 2, f13 copies of 3, etc., such that 
the associated word (formed by listing all entries from bottom 
to top in each column, starting from the leftmost column) is a 
lattice permutation. (2) 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let A= (42, 3, 1) and p = (3,2). If v = (4,2, l), then 
y(n//l; v) = 2 since we have both 
23 12. 
12 and 23 
1 1 
If v = (23, l), then r(J/,n; v) =0 since (22, 1) cannot be filled with 1, 1,2,2,3 
in any way acceptable according to (2). 
Remark 1.2. Let c denote the big partition P 
rectangle p / 
,“. / \’ 
Then c(v, ,U ;1 j = y(cr/lp ; A), and one obtains from (2) a description of 
C(V, u; A) different from that in [ 11, mentioned above. It is this different 
description which was employed in [2]~ 
We are now ready to state our main result and indicate our strategy for 
a proof. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let F be a finiteb generated free R-module, R uny 
commutative ring. Then Lii,Fz Q y y(A/p; v) L,F as GL(F)-modules, up :o 
a filtration. 
The proof (contained in Section 2) is just going to mimic the one given 
in [2] for L,F@ L,F. The description of y(A/p; v) given in (2) suggests in 
fact how to proceed, much in the same way as the different description of 
c(v, ,u; ;i) mentioned in Remark 1.2 worked in [2]. 
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We end this section with an application of Theorem 1.3. Suppose that we 
want to decompose the tensor product of finitely many skew Schur 
functors, say Ll~~jIPlOFO ... @L ,,,),P~,#. Clearly, this tensor product is 
isomorphic to L,,,F, where a/r is the skew shape 
(i.e., 
ifk=O 
if 1 <k < m’ 
&) = 0 whenever hi > I(,u(~)), 
and Zj”= m + 1 ,Jy) obviously means 0). 
COROLLARY 1.4. LA~~,,fl~~~F@ . . . 0 LiI,,,,(“z~F is universally isomorphic, 
up to a filtration, to ey Y(V) L,F, where 
y(v) = number of standard tableaux of shape (T/V, filled with ?I 
copies of 1, ?, copies of 2, z”, copies of 3, etc., such that the 
associated word is a lattice permutation, and CT, T are the 
partitions written above. 
Remark 1.5. If p(l)= . . . =p(‘“)= (0), and l(n(‘))= 1, j= 1, . . . . m, 
Corollary 1.4 yields the universal version of the so-called Young rule. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Let G be the module Rpl. We write ( 1’) . . . . & > for the canonical basis of 
G, ordered in the obvious way, and b’*’ for the element 1’ A 2’ A ... A k’ 
of AkG. Notice that bck’ is invariant for the action of U+(G) z U+ (pi ; W) 
(U’(pi; R) denotes the upper uni-triangular matrices of order pLI1 with 
entries in R). 
Fix any basis for F, denoted by { 1,2, . ..}. and choose for 60 F the basis 
where each i’ comes before every basis element of F (we write G<F). 
Consider the GL(G)xGL(F)-module L,(G@F); it follows from [a, 
Theorem II.4.1 l] that there exists a filtration of L,(G@ Fj, whose 
associated graded module is isomorphic to ea c n: (L, G Q Ll,,cr F). But one 
can decompose L;(G 0 F) also in another way: take its standard basis, and 
classify the tableaux according to their G-content, i.e., to the number of 
G-indices occurring in them. 
If (L,(G@ F))h denotes the part of L,(G@ F) having G-content h, we 
have 
(L,(GQF)),z 0 (L,GQL,,.F), 
a c i. 
)I1 =h 
as GL(G) x GL(F)-modules, up to a filtration. 
Furthermore, if (L,(G OF)), denotes the span in L,(G@Fj of the 
tableaux such that each i’ exactly occurs pi times, then 
(L,(GQ f-)),ti 2 0 t-&G), 0 L,.,& (3) 
a c ;. 
as GL(F)-modules only, up to a filtration. 
The bottom piece of the filtration relative to (3) corresponds to the 
largest partition CI (lexicographically, that is) compatible with the 
requirements on G, namely p itself. Hence 
(L,G), QL,,F =&j+ (LAG 0 F)jii. 
But (L, G)p has rank 1, because of our choices. Thus (L,G), 0 Lj.!,F can 
be identified with L;,,F and we have an embedding 
L,;,F GL(F) (LA(GQF))~. 
Explicitly, 
dl,,(Q, 0 . . . 0 a4) l-b dn( (UP’) A a,) Q . . . Q (W A n,) Q a,, I Q . . . Q a,), 
where I’ = !(,D) and q = l(1). 
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Take in (L,(G @ P)), the image ~7’ of any element y of Li,,F and sup- 
pose that you want to express y’ as a linear combination of tableaux which 
are standard with respect to the ordering F < G for the basis of GO F. A 
partial result in this direction is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. y’ can be expressed as a h-linear combination C ckzkr 
where each .zk is equal to d,(cp,,(A)(x@ b)) for a suitable partition VC~ 
of weight III- 1~1, with SE A,,F and bE (AnIVG)y+(G). More precisely, b is 
equal to 
where 
Cb#A@ . . . @b#$=A(bCPj)) forall j=l,...,r, 
6 
(4) 
Remarks 2.2. (i) A,F denotes A”‘F@ . .. @ A”pF (p = l(v)); similarly 
for A,,,G and Ai(F@ G). The map q,(A): A,F@ A,+,G + A,(FCB G) sends 
each A”‘F@ A’r-“f G to A”‘(F@ G) in the obvious way, t = 1, . . . . q (q = Z(1), 
as before). 
(ii) (A,,,G)Y’(G) d enotes the U+(G)-invariant elements of the span 
of all basis elements of A,,,,G in which 1’ occurs PI times, 2’ occurs /I2 
times, etc. 
(iii) It is easy to see that for every choice of {tr,, . . . . t,,; tr2, . . . . ti2; . . . . 
t rq, . . . . t,,}, the term (4) is U+(G)-invariant. For let f be the composite map 
APrG @ . . . QA”‘G 
A@ ... @A 
(Air’G @ . . . @A%)@ ... @(A”‘G@ ... @A”qG) 
I 
(AG~GQ/~LI’GQ . . . QA’“G)Q . . . @(Afr*G@A’r-‘qGO ... @AflqG) 
/ifrl+rr-l~+ ... +‘HGQ . ._ ~/if,~+t,-,~+ +tLqG. 
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Since d and m are GL(G)-equivariant maps, f is GL(G)-equivariant. Since 
pj 0 . . . 0 bw~) .1s U+ (G)-invariant, then f( 6’“U’ @ . . . 0 bCp”) = the term 
(4) is U+(G)-invariant. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. This coincides with the proof of [2, 
Proposition 3.11, provided one reads b@) instead of 6”!, 2 instead of cr, 
and q instead of r +s (in that proof, one never uses the fact that 
p 3 b’r- I) , . . . . b’” are wedge products of equal size). 
DEFINITIONS 2.3. (i) For every vcl such that Iv1 = /A/ - I,uj> let 
B(l/v) denote the (finite) set consisting of all elements like the term (4j 
above, for all possible choices of (t,, . . . . . r,, ; tr2, . . . . t,,; . . . ; trq, ...I t,,]. 
(ii) For every bEB(l/v), let cp(v, b) denote the restriction of the map 
~~G~“(/~):~,,FOA~~,,G~L,(GOF) to A,F@(b). We think of cp(v,b) as 
a map A,F-+ L,(G@ F). 
Remark 2.4. Since d,. 2 q,,(A) is GL(F) x GL(G)-equivariant, and b is 
U+(G)-invariant, of G-content ji, straightening with respect to G < F in 
L,(G 0 F), we see that the image of cp(v, b) lies in LA!, Fc; L,(G 0 F) ; this 
is an easy consequence of [ 1: Theorem in the Appendix], and the fact that 
1’ 2’ 3’...pi 
1’ 21...pL; 
is the only canonical tableau of content @. 
Let 
As in [2, Lemma 3.61, one sees that each qo(v, b) induces a map @(v, b): 
L,F-+ M,,/R&,. (Again, in the proof of [2, Lemma 3.61 one reads b’“’ 
instead of b(j), 1 instead of 0, and q instead of r + s, and observes that no 
use is made of the fact that b”‘, . . . . b(l) are wedge products of the same 
size. )
We claim that the filtration {AI,,} has the properties mentioned in 
Theorem 1.3. 
For every v, order B(l/v) in some way; consider the finer filtration given 
by Mv,, = 1 im(q(v’, b’)), where either v’ > v, or v’ = v and 6’ <b in the 
chosen order of B(@). Let I%?“,~ have the obvious meaning, and denote 
still by @(v. b) the map L,F+ M,,,,/&,,,, induced by cp(v, 6). 
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Over Z, for every cp(v, b), either im(cp(v, b))cG,,,,, or not. But if 
im(cp(v, b)) G u,, over Z, then the same is true over every R. Hence we 
discard all maps cp(v, b) such that im(p(v, b)) c &f,,$b over Z (the “bad” 
maps cp(v, b)). 
Consider any “good” cp(v, 6) and its associated map @(v, b), in fact an 
epimorphism, by definition of M,,. Over Z, Cp(v, b) is a nonzero map 
LF+ Mud&~. We are going to see in Section 3 that we may assume 
we have so chosen orderings for the sets B(;llv), that whenever 
im(cp(v, b)) $?A tiV,b over Z, then im( cp(v, b)) G A?,+ over Q too. Then the 
epimorphism clj(v, 6) is nonzero over Q too, and is in fact an isomorphism, 
because L,F is irreducible over Q. It follows that if for each v, c(v) = # of 
good ~(v, b)s, then 
rk(L,,,F) =I c(v) rk(L,F) 
over Q, hence over every R, for the Schur functor is universally free. 
From the standard basis theorem [ 1, Theorem 11.2.161 for the Schur 
functor, we know that for every R, Cc(v) rk(L,F) is the number of 
elements in the family 
8 = {q$v, b)(x) 1 q(v, 6) is good, 
and d,,(x) is a standard tableau). 
Since 9 is a system of generators for L,,,F, it follows from (5) that 9 is 
an R-basis for L,F. Hence each good Cp(v, b) is nonzero over R, the 
corresponding M,.,b/tiV,b is a free module with rank equal to rk(L,F), and 
Cp(v, b) is an R-isomorphism. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3, with the proviso we see in 
Section 3 that we can so choose orderings for the sets B(A./v) that 
im(v(v, b) g ky,b over Z implies im(cp(v, b)) g A8,,,, over Q too. 
3. FURTHER REMARKS 
We wish to describe a subset of B(;llv), say B’(A/v), such that 
IB'(A/v)l =y(A/,u; v) and the maps cp(v, b) with by B'(;l/v) identify the 
y(A/,u; v) copies of L,F occurring in the associated graded module. Proofs 
are like those of L-21, Section 4, where also one never uses the fact that 
6”’ , . . . . b(l) are wedge products of equal size. 
Let TE L,,tG be a standard tableau, of content j?, and such that its 
associated word, as (7’) = (a,, . . . . a,,,), is a lattice permutation (we remind 
the reader that both in [ 1] and in [2], Y-word is used instead of lattice 
permutation). 
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The transpose lattice permutation (as (T))” = (Zi, . ..) ZIJr,) (cf. [I. 
Definition IV.1.41) has then content p. Let the tableau T be obtained from 
T by replacing every entry a, of T by iii. For each in {l, . . . . 4) and each 
jE { 1, . . . . r), let 
t,= # of js occurring in the ith row of F. 
We call b(T) the element of B(;llv) equal to the term (4) given in Section 2, 
corresponding to this choice of { tii}. 
Given any row-standard tableau T, we can consider the word i+(T) 
formed by writing one after the other all the rows of T. starting from the 
top. As all such words can be ordered lexicographically, we can say that 
“T < T’ lexicographically” if and only if iv(T) < ic( T’). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the notations as above, if we write b(T) us CI 
linear combination of tableaux, it turns out that 
b(T)= -tT+-&T,, Ck E z, 
where each T, is a row-standard tableau < T iexicographicallJv. 
Proof Cf. [2, Lemma 4.31. 
Since there are exactly JJ(~/F; v) tableaux TE L,,,.G which are standard, 
of content 0, and such that as(T) is a lattice permutation, Proposition 3. I 
implies that the elements b(T) form a subset of B(Qp) of cardinality 
1(2/p; v). It is precisely this subset which we call #(1/v j. Order B’( A/v) as 
follows: b( Tj) < b( Ti) if and only if Tic Tj. A proof like that of [2, 
Theorem 4.51 shows that if we order each B(@) by first putting the 
elements of #(l/v) ordered as above, and then all the other bs in any 
order, the maps rp(v, b) with b E #(i/v) are all and the only good maps 
(relative to this choice of the orderings). An ordering of the pairs (v, b) is 
thus given such that im(q(v, b)) @ ti+ over Z implies im(cp(v, b)) !Z n;fv,!, 
over Q too. And the proof of Theorem 1.3 is now complete. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 1= (42, 3, 1) and Jo = (3, 2), as in Example 1.1. Let 
v= (4,2, 1): B’(i/v)= {b(T,), b(T,)}, where 
1’2’ 




T, is 1’2’ 
1’ 
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(b( T,) < b( T2), since W( T,) < W( T2)). Explicitly, 
22 21 
!!=,is 11 T*iis 21 
1 1 
1’2’ - 1’2’+ 1’2’ 
b(T,) is 1’2’ 1’3’ 2’3’ 
3’ 2’ 1’ 
and 
2( 1’2’) + 1’2’ - l/3’- 1’2’+ 2’3’ 
b( T2) is 1’2 2’3 1’2’ 1’3’ 1’2’ 
3’ 1’ 2’ 2’ 1’ 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let A, p and v be as before. Consider in B(;llv) the 
element b given by {t,,, t,,; t2*, t,,; t,,, t13; t,,, t,,) = (0,O; 1, 1; 0, 2; 
1, O}. b is equal to 
- 1’2’ + 1’3’ + 1’2’ - 2’3’. 
1’3’ 1’2’ 2’3’ 1’2’ 
2’ 2’ 1’ 1’ 
(In fact, b = 2b(T,) - b(T,).) Order the set B(l/v) as follows: 
b( Tz) < b < b( T,) < all the other bs in any order. 
Then im(cp(v, b(T~)))~~v,b~T,~ over Q (since b( T,) = (1/2)(b( T2) + b)), 
but im(q(v, b(T,))) G &u,bcr,j over Z. 
Example 3.3 shows that it does make a difference whether one orders 
B(ll/v) by putting the elements of #(A/v) first. In fact the following result 
holds (cf. [2, Theorem 4.71). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C,t denote the linear span of B’(;l/vj. Then M,/&,, r 
L,,FO C,. 
Remark 3.5. Not all elements b E B(A/v) belong to C,. For instance, let 
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Yet, 
2% 
b= I’.-. 1’- 2!+ 2’+ 3’- 3’ 
1’2’ 1’2’ 1’2’ 1’2’ 1’2’ 1’2’ 
2’ 3’ 1’ 3’ 1’ 2’ 
3’ 2’ 3’ 1’ 2’ 1’ 
is not a multiple of 















What happens is that im(cp(tl, b) + cp(v, b(T))) c &,. (Cf. [2, Remark 4.81.) 
Note added ia proof After this paper had been accepted for publication, it was pointed 
out to the author that a characteristic-free decomposition of L,),F had been described, with 
different methods, by F. Kouwenhoven, Universal operations in the representation theory 
of groups, Thesis, Utrecht 1986. Moreover, the exisfence of a universal filtration of LA,/ 
in terms of Schur functors is an instance of a more general phenomenon: cf. S. Donkin, 
Skew modules for reductive groups, J. Algebra 113 (1988), 465479. 
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